


The past of an illusion: 
an evolutiol~ary perspective on religious belief 
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Biology is 11-uly a land of t~nli~rlited possibilities. We may 
cspcct i t  to give 11s the most sirrprising illformation, and we 
ci~rinot giless what allswe1.s i t  will return in a few dozen years 
to L I I Y  ( I L I C S L ~ O I I S  WY have pi11 to it. They may be of a kind 
\vliiclr i \ i l l  bloiv away [lie whole o t ' o t~ r  ar~ificial stl-uctu1.e of. 
t l ! ' l ,OlI l~ .~~~.  

Sig111~11tcl 1'1 c~ld ,  N ( y t l ( 1  ilrr Pleci . \~op Pt l , rc .~~lc ( 1  920g), p. 60 

12'c (lo t!,ot I I L I V ~ .  t l ~ e  optior~ ol'"chuosing" absolute tr.tlth or  
I i l i ~ l r .  \2'*: o111y I~avr l l ~ e  r.igllr tvsav, of'those w11o rloclailn 
I O  L I I O \ \ ,  1 1 1 ( .  trirth oI '~.e\~elatior~.  th;~t they are deceiving 
t l ~ c ~ r ~ ~ k l ~ c . ;  :111tl a t t c r ~ ~ l ) ~ i ~ l g  lo deceivr-or. to intinlidate- 
oi11(,1\. 01 c.o~~t.sc,  i l  i Ilc-:tier ,~ncl Irealtl1it.1- tor. the niind 
I O  "( Iloosr" ~ 1 1 r  p;1t11 ot'skep[icis111 a ~ ~ d  inqc~ir.!, i r i  ~ I I V  casc, 
I)c.c.;~~rsc. O I I I \ ,  I > \ ,  c<)~ili~l~r,cl cser-cise oi'tllcse ftculties can 

. . 
ivc .  l101)c' L O  ;cc.liieve .rriylhing. lVhc1-eas religions are niel-ely 
"li)\silizttl ~)Irilosopliies" or  philosophy with the qirestions left 
~ L I I .  '1;) "choo~e"  d o g ~ ~ ~ i ~  arid faith over doitbt and experi~nent 
is to tlrl .c~w oil( [lie ripening vintage 2nd to reach greedily for 
tIi(. Jiool.Aitl. 

( : l i~. is~opll~~- IHi~cl~c.ns. Curl IJ .Nu/ C11~ai (2007),  p. 278 
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Four score years after Sigmund Freud published The Future of an IL- 
lusion ( 1 927c), the world still needs its fierce wisdom, its insistence 
on an objective analysis of religion, and its rousing defence of sci- 
ence. Today we witness young men and women willingly kill them- 
selves and countless others in the name of God. Fundamentalists 
of all stripes advocate murder, misogyny, suspension of civil liber- 
ties, prohibitions on life-saving medical research, and early "godly" 
education that amounts to child abuse. Will the world ever awaken 

I 

from its long nightmare of religious belief (Weinberg, 2006)? 
To see where we are today, and how Freud's ideas stand the 

test of time, it is necessary to lay out the most significant devel- 
i r: opment in psychology since Freud: the merger of the cognitive 
; neurosciences, depth psychology, palaeontology, anthropology, and 
I evolutionary biology. It is only through this new lens of evolutionary 

psychology that the origins and functions of religious belief can be 
seen i11 their fine details. 

Basics 

We are our minds, and the mind is what the brain does (Pinker, 
1997, 2002). The human brain is a complex conglomeration of 
neural networks, shaped over millions of years by natural selec- 
tion to tell us how to survive-how to solve the adaptive problems 
faced by our mammalian, primate, australopithecine, and ancient 
Homo ancestors-problems that stood in the way of replicating 
the genome. Adaptive problems included finding food, friends, 
mates, and shelter and surviving climate, predators, and enemies. 
Sexuality, because i t  is so crucial to reproductive success, received 
particular attention by the sculpting of natural selection. Romantic 
love and sex comprise a myriad complex adaptations biologically 
forged in that crucible of time before history. 

We are "risen apes, not fallen angels" (Allman, 1994). We are, 
more specifically, a risen African ape, a hominid who emerged in 
Pleistocene savannahs less than 200,000 years ago. Our different 
races, ethnicities, and religions mask an essential truth-that un- 
derneath our skin we are all Africans, the sons and daughters of 
small bands of hunter-gatherers who arose 011 that continent and 
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~ ~ ~ ) I I ~ ~ u c I N I  t l i c *  wo~.ld Ily adapting and sul-viving (Stringer & McKie, 
I !.)$Hi 1 

()111. I I I < J \ I  i l l 1  11lec1i;i~~' ; I I ~ C ~ > L O I . S ,   he pl-iniates, arose 65 million 
\,c,,~rs 'ISO, L \ ~ I I ~ ' I I  di1lc~s;l~lrs clisclppt.a~-ed. The social apes appeared 
\ O I I I C  :i:i ~ ~ ~ i l l i o ~ ~  ~ C ~ I I  5 ago. C'llanges i l l  [he climate led to greater 
\ c , ; I . ~ ~ J I I . I ~  I I ~ I L W I  11:). cooling ancl drying, which particularly affected 
1 1 1 ~ .  ; L I  c, . i  o I  ;Ill i r , \  k ~ i o w ~ ~  as the Great h t ' ~  Valley, wliich runs from 
I*:[ l l i o l ~ i ; ~  10 S O L I ~ I I  Al-~ica. CZ;e s h o ~ ~ l d  thi~lk of il  as [he birth canal 
01 I I I ~  I I I I I I I ~ L I I  spe.c.ies. WiLh ~liese c l i ~ n a ~ e  shifts, the movement of 
g(.olog~( . I /  I ) I ; I L ~ \  closed ~ l ~ e  lsth~nus ol' Parlama and drove the In- 
iI i ;111 ~ ~ I ~ ) C O I I I I I I C I I ~  11110 h i r i ,  t l l ~ l h  gibing rise to the Himalayas and 
rl i i~~igil~g L I ~ C :  ~ I I , L , ~ I O I ~ I ) ~ ~ I ~ ~  011 ~ l l e  eastern side 01' the R~f t  Valley 
110111 1.,11111ores~s to woodlantls LO savannas. The apes that survived 
L V ( > I . ( '  ~ l ~ o s e  [ I ~ ; I I  k1egi111 LO move upright and could manage to for- 
;IS(: O L ~ I  ;I ~ I - C ; I L C * I .  disla~lce. What made LIS originally human was 
O I ~ ) ~ ~ C I ; I I ~ ~ I I ~ - L I J ) I ~ ~ ~ I ~ L  walking. 

LL'cb I)(:gC~~l LO (.llil~lge fro111 a s~r~all-brained bipedal ape to some- 
[ l i i ~ ~ g  I I C ' \ V .  111  I N L ,  LWO 111illio11 years ago  here were a1 least four 
I ~ ~ l ~ l ~ i l ~ r - l i  kc ipccics still alive i l l  Africa. Even 100,000 years ago, 
[Ilr,~.c ~\,c.l.c. p~.ol)i~l~ly ~ h r e e  species, olie each in Africa, Europe, and 
1*:,1s1 ,-14i'1 (SLI . I I I~C ' I .  & Anclrews, 2005). Now we are a species alone, 
; 1 1 1 ( 1  1111111;111 I I ; I I . C ~ S S ~ S I I ~  wants to believe we were predestined to 
>c~cc.cccl, s l~;~petl  t)y ;I li~11na11-like gocl. Too many o l  our identities 
; I I  e I ) i~sc~ t l  011 ~ l ~ c  ~nistaken belie[' that we were somehow "chosen". 
( : l~a r~c~e  c . l i ~ ~ ~ ; ~ l c .  c11i111ges c o ~ ~ l d  I~ave 1.eadily derailed o t ~ r  evolution 
; c ~ ~ c l  111osc. cl~c-.~.isl~rtl icte~xtilies. 

Who are we now? 

( : I I I  i \ t i : ~ ~ i  I~~~lt lal i~cl~tal ists ,  jillaclis~s, c~.eationisw, and "intelligent 
tlc.srg11" t l~eol~is~s a l l  use 1node1.1l electronic devices. Ye1 they choose 
I , )  i g ~ ~ o l  r 1 1 i i 1 1  111e saliie science tliat tlicta~es the flow of electrons 
i l l  cr.11 j)l~or~r.s ; I I I ( I  colllpuLel.s ~~eveals hocv the universe really works. 
hlotl(*r~l c ~ l c ~ c . i ~ . i ~ ~ l i c  .; is par[ ol' [he same science that confinns natu- 
I ; I ]  \c.lc.c t i c111  i i r l t l  ~,eveals ULII -  o~.igi~is a ~ i d  e\~olu~ionary history from 
O I ~ I I I , I I C . Z .  I ~ I O I ~ I < C Y ! ; ,  apes, 2nd early ho~ninids. I c  leaves no room 
lor t l i \ i ~ l c .  i~itervc.~itio~l, a (i,O00-year-old earth, or a world built in 
; I  \~,c(~l;  I)\ !  ; I  (livi~ic ~ ~ I L I N I P ~ . \ / P ) .  (Folger, 2004). Darwin's tl~eory, now 
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established, is the only workable explanation we have for the re- 
markable fact of our own existence, the vast diversity of plant and 
animal life, the compelling illusion of design in nature, and the 
architecture of the human mind (Dawkins, 1985, 2004). 

, Any behaviour implies the presence of underlying psychological 
mechanisms. Any mechanism postulated implies a causal process 
that shaped i t  and an environment in which it was formed. Natural 
selection is the only process we know that designs and maintains 

[ functional mechanisms. In essence, there is no such thing as a 
g non-evolutionary psychology, psychoanalysis, or theory of behav- 
$ iour (Edward Hagen, personal communication, 2004). Yet all of 
! r this knowledge floats freely in front of the denying eyes of most of 

humanity and modern psychoanalytic theory, despite Freud's clear 
anticipation of it .  

Time 

It is important to adjust our view to several new lenses: huge time 
spans and a gene-centred view of life. Life is four billion years old. 
The legacy of that original replicating RNA-like molecule resides 
in all of us, on chromosome 1 (Rdley, 2000). For 90%+ of our 
existence as a species, fully formed Homo sapiens, we lived in an 
environment far different from the one we occupy today. That 
environment, known as the EEA (the environment of evolutionary 
adaptation) is h e  one for which we are still designed, lacking the 
evolutionary lime to have moved much beyond it (Bowlby, 1982). 
Other than ourselves, we have no direct records of the EEA. Its 
shape call only be discerned by inference, from its echoes in our 
psychology and the few preliterate peoples who survive. In a sense 
our modern skulls contain Stone Age brains (Allman, 1994). We 
are adapted to the task demands of a hunter-gatherer life that to 
us seems long since gone but really resides in the evolutionarily 
immediate past and has dominated our species for the bulk of our 
history. We may be changing rapidly in the sense of cultural time, 
but to our own still somewhat primitive brains we are nearly stand- 
ing still. If. we are to glean a clear understanding of human nature 
and religious belief, this EEA is one of the lenses through which we 
must view ourselves and our psyches. 
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cognitive mechanisms underlying religion the attributes imagined and related to as such. Theatre and 

l'llc ~rlildesl criticisni of religion remains the nlost radical and oers use such "suspension of disbelief' all the time. They know 

d\[;lli1l$ lceligi~ll is en tirely nlall-made (Hitchens, 2007). whe t what is happening on  the stage or  screen is not real. Yet, when 

l 1 l l l l l ; l l l i l ~ .  M ; I ~ I I s  lo ; I C . C C P ~  i t  01- 1101, t h l -~~ lg l l  ;.I c ching it, they choose to believe that it is, that the people on  the 

' l ( ) I l ; l l ' !  ]Js?'('h()logy, ps)ichoanalysis, the new cogn Bge really live in Shakespearean England, or that the car on the 

. ~ l l l l l l  ()[)()log!; we riuw kriow niol-e about why r ?reen really is blown to smithereens while the driver survives, and 

l ~ a l - l i r  ( l l ; \ l  1'r.li:;io~1s itleas e~ner-ged, why they on. This mechanism easily comes into play in religion when one 

lllr!' ; l l c '  I t!c'(lrrcllt k; \ tu~-es of Iluman r ~ ~ i n d ~  an uspends disbelief. Is that not the definition of faith? Interaction 

\ t I ~ ! '  Il>c)/ d l ?  a~(l'ikcli.i,e lo hl~lrlarl lmi1,ds, and how alld why they h unseen others makes gods and ancestor worship 

r'elal('d I ( )  sclr.\>i!:al and deadly vicllence (Atran, 2002; Barrett, 20 
I ~ ( J \ . . ~ ' I ' ,  1 !)gel, 2 0 ( )  1 ; Bc~l.kett, 1996; [)awkins, 20 
z()().r); 1'1 ~ ' ( 1 ~ 1 ,  1 <)Y?c;  GIILI I~~( : ,  1993; Harris, 2 t system plays a central role in religion (Kirkpatrick, 
IC)CJF); 1 I I I I I I ~ ) ~ ~ I ~ \ , ,  I!Jl-)lj; I ( I~ .k~,a t~ . i~]<,  1999, 2004; n distressed, we instinctively turn towards a care- 

1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ,  l!)O(S) :taker-usually a parent o r  parent substitute. When there is no  suit- 
b( i ( ' l l c . 1 ' .  l l l ' i - .  .sc.iellce 111;11 F I - ~ L I ~  pl.t.dictt.d and exrolled i n  gure, we Create One. A god or  ancestor to whom 

/ " f i i l l ) c -  (!I l l ir i i ioi i .  11'1s i l lu~~-~il l ;~ted the f~uodLlt iol ls  of religious a religious person appeals is usually a caretaker figure. Prayer is 
I ) ( ' l i c ' l ' .  [ill I-trligions t>elicf's,  lotj just [\lost. of (he ,, unique to our species and arises from our prolonged, neotonous 
1ll()clc1-ll ~~iol~otl~eisl ic .  r.eligiol.~s, [lave the colnm developmental history. We beseech the supernatural to change 
("'('(ljlj1lg I l A L l l l  C with solrle Il~lt)a11 capacity for sylnbo]ic action, Re- 
ligic~11 i 5  ; I I \ . v ; I ~ ~  ;I 11i11r1a11 C O I I ~ C ~ ~  with alteration who provide reassurance beyond any mortal parent (Humphrey! 
ollc' \'iOlaliOll of' o u ~ .  i~iluilive assumptions, whi 
({(.111;111(1~ olll. ;1ttvnti011, but then many that co 
~lssul l lp~i~l l s  to strl~cture the beliefand ultimate 3, The concept of transference is particularly useful in understand- 

ing certain aspects of religion. First, we must understand why the 

11\11 1.12s all the h u ~ n a n  sensory features. H e  is a capacity for transference evolved in the human mind. What prob- 
;~ctiolls, hears yoill- prayers, thinks, plans, and speaks. ,. lems does i t  solve? What adaptive function does it serve? Early 

All illtlividirals ar-e vulnerable to religious beliefs. M a t  makes us gies form stable personality characteristics. Early 

1111111;111 (';111 ; ~ S U  tilake us 1.eligivus. Human minds produce religious he grammar for conducting later relationships. 

ic1c.a.; ~ t n t l  ~11.c. \/illnt.l.able to believing then1 (Atran, 2002; Boyer, - imagine wha( it would be like if we had to learn anew how to relate 

'.'()()I  1. ,4t llhc illclividual level, religioll and a religious identity are ;; lo people with each new relationship as our lives unfolded. Bas- 

111c c ~ i l t i ~ i . ~ ~ I  bypl-0d11cts of' many different cognitive ~ ~ ~ e c h a n i ~ r n ~  i n g  present 011 past relationships-real, imagined, or  

L I ~ ; I L  c.\,olvc.d to solve othet. pl.oblerns and to prolnute sur\ival and efficient way of anticipating outcomes. 

rclxw(l~~ctivc. succcss in a ~ ~ c c s ~ r a l  environments. ~h~ capacity for transference evolved as a crucial aspect of the 

human (Nesse & Lloyd, 1992). In p~ychoana ly~~s  and aria- 

1 .  ~ ) ; l l . t i ; l l  ]is[ 01' tl1c.s~ cogllitive devices begins with the + 
lytically based therapy, we see how disturbed early relationships 

1l i . s~~l  01' r 1 ~ ( ~ 0 / ~ / ) 1 0 ( 1  r.ogt~iliwi. This ;tbilit,, arises ill childllood and is distort present relationships. When that transference is repeated in 

\ ( ' ( ' I )  \'i\'itll!: i l l  1~1.ctc.11d l~la)'. A chiltl 1rlight say a bottle cap is a psychoanalytic therapy, the details of the transference itself become 

I l ! i l l ~  s'111cc.1.. '1'11(~ cl\il(l k~locz~s ~ l l a ~  it is a cap to a botlle but can the arena for treatment. Think of all the potential transferences 

( l c ' c ' ( l c ~ l ) l t '  Ilis O'I. Ilel- c.ognitio~l ;\lid thi~ik of' i t  21s a f ly ing  saucer, by religious beliefs between believers and their gods: 
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8. Humans have what are called theory of mind  modules. T s massive conflict. When someone dies, our 
taken for $:ranted, and people experience them as a seamles ities say the person will never function biologically 
of the conscious mind. But they are hardly simple, people. of mind capacities, however, continue to generate 
without being taught that other people have mi t what the dead person thinks, believes, hears, 
wishes, beliefs, desires, and passions. We can read others' Is, most often when that someone was close to us. Ancestor 
states with eye cues. In an intensely social species like ours, a and a belief in souls flow quite naturally from this conflict 
CJt mind is crucial to worlung with other peep these agencies of our mind when confronted with a death. 
reading their thoughts, their wishes, and their desires. ~ ~ f i  to us than ourselves? This results in the pervasive 
this capacity account for Asperger's syndrome a need to deny mortality. Religion fulfils this need by promis- 
Cohcn, 19,95). afterlife for ourselves and those we love. 

Religious beliefs easily utilize this capacity Gods have thou# 
wishes, desires, and memories. Gods usually have a human mi ntrol, and appease the unpredictable. Gods 
with all [he possibililies. of higher authority and insure subordination. 

e turn over the fruits of their labour to invisible gods, not Just 
9. Human brains are equipped with person$/e sy e current king or tax collector. Deference to authority had sur- 
With them, and we store information about pe .and reproductive value in the E M ,  but it Creates a great vul- 
son-file systems stay in our minds, even when Milgram's ( 1974) famous experiments, in which 
or long absent. It permits us to "talk", in the ts to give what would have been lethal electric 

C ; ~ S  to others, showed us all how we are far more submissive 
That is just one step away from formal ancestor worship. ny of us would care to believe. Religious belief, 

to religious authorities, can turn this capacity to 
10. Humans have a strong bias to interpret derous ends in times of severe conflict and war. 
as caused by an agent. The cognitive capaci 
of agency is hyperactive and hypersensitive. hildhood credulity. Our survival is mhzinced by 
HADL), the hfimsensitiue agent detection device (Barrett, 2004) owledge of prior generations. Nitural selection 
agency contributes to religious beliefs. With t signed child brains with a bias to trust and believe what say, 

detectors 2nd other cognitive capacities sensitive to human fo vered in an earnest tone and cbaked with the 
people Carl see human-like figures almost anywhere-the man This is borne out by the Jesuits' fanous claim 

the moon, the cantankerous apple trees in Oz. The outcome c a child before the age of seven, they have him 
be a belief in a ghost or spirit. Another manifestation may occur s to a question with enormous public policy 

when w e  ascribe agency to known non-agents, such as a s tom ,i*plication~. DO children have a right, a fundamental human right. 
C ~ O L I ~  or [he wind. : to be protected from religious indoctrination (Humphrey, 2o02)? 

1 1 .  Our nnlurul kind capacities include the assumption that death, 14. ceography and ecology also shape the religious ideas that Our 

biological event, ends biological processes. However, our- theq a minds generate and accept. Religions of rainforest people tend to 

uj mind c(~/)aci l ip~ and our agency detection deuices fail to register that : be polytheistic, with fewer interventionist gods, more for 

and less sexual repressiveness. Desert-derived religions fea- 

appears LO be intuitive, whereas psychological death is counterintui- ture monotheism with an interventionist god, women as inferiors, 
pressiveness (Sapolsk~, 2005). 
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15. Central to understanding religion is its role in supper invented a lantern" (Gay, 1988). Freud later called himself 
'k.rouPishnes!;". We are an intensely groupish sp a1 student", and that never changed (Gay, 1988). 
surprising as a survival mechanism and is adaptive thro before he  died, Freud noted, "Neither in my private life 
evolutionary history. Religion historically has se y writings have I ever made a secret of being an out and 
crucial death deserving tags that instantly distinguish a eliever" (Gay, 1988, p. 526). He took a stance we might all 
viding the world into us and them (Boyer, 2001). life Freud maintained that it was religious belief, 
exploit this groupishness to ensure loyalty to the faith and 0 eism, that needed to be explained (Gay, 1988). 
religionists. '905 Freud noted religion's similarity with obsessive neurosis, 

Religions are also useful in acquiring resources and th the basis for his 1907 paper, "Obsessive Actions and Reli- 
colnpetition. The reality is that no religion has been succe put religion and neurosis under one roof. 
 oler rating it!; competitors. essive and the ceremonies of the believer 

Religion!; must redirect loyalties and other identities to su to renounce impulses and act as self-protective defences. He 
Various e~hlaic, racial, and diverse linguistic identities can fall: t observation that "one might venture to regard 
the umbrella of one religious identity. We tend ssional neuroses as a pathological counterpart to religious for- 
as promoting family values, but one of their m as an individual religion, religion as a universal 
ovt.rl-ide those loyalties. The idea of subvertin sis" (Freud, 1907). 
as a surprise to those who think of a religious i Future of an Illusion reflected Freud's uncompromising 
Lowards family values. But the family is a dange that religion arose from man's need to protect 
lies constilute rival coalitions. They have the unfair advan st the crushing superiority of nature and was fundamentally 
Ileillg I~oulltl together by kin emotions. The hostility towards usion of childhood, the fulfilment of the oldest, strongest, and 
values is nicl-ly illustrated by the following: ankind. Religion was as strong and tensile 

"1 came l ~ o t  LO send peace, but a sword. For I am come to set' re religions claim that a "god the father" made 

a man at  variance against his father, and the daughter against in his own image, Freud postulated the opposite: men make 
her mother, and the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. 's image. All thinking may arise from wishful 
And a man's foes shall be they of his own household. He that$ hinking is wishing disciplined and docu- 
loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me: and* rification. Scientific thought remains open to 
he that lclveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of demonstration, and disproof. Nothing is ac- 
me." Uesus, quoted in Matthew 10:34-371 believed his obligation was to make religion, 

In short, religion is a product of human minds, a e all human conduct, accessible to scientific investigation. 

nitive capacities originally designed for other purposes. Once In a sense The Future ofan Illusion was the product of a promise 

erated, religious ideas can act like viruses, infecting other evo ud made to himself. On  20 August 1911, he wrote to Ferenczi 
urned to religion, that he might someday capacities of the human mind to promote the ends of religio, 

leaders (Dawkins, 2006; Dennett, 2005). . Peter Gay (1988) makes it explicit. 

i TO demolish religion with psychoanalytic weapons, then, had 
r ' been on Freud's agenda for many years. . . . Of all Freud's pub- 
- lications, The Future of an Illusion is perhaps the most inevitable 

Freud's personal religion 
. , and the most predictable. . . . His uncompromising secular- 

Sigrnund Freud's militant atheism began in his youth. At 17, h i  ism , , , denied matters of faith any privileged status, any claim 

told his friend Eduard Silverstein, "for God's dark ways, no one to exemption from analysis. He respected no sacred spots; saw 
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no telnples that he, as a researcher, must not enter. [cay, 198 inner voices, and he would remain "an infidel Jew" (Gay, 
p. 5271 

i t  was for Freud, i t  is for today's secular scie fidel" forgot what Hebrew he knew and did not 
servances in his home life. The family ignored 

rnent: olidays, even though his parents had celebrated 
own Martha's religious observance, to her pain 

vt:l.JJ prelnises of science are inconlpatib]e with those 
ljgion. 1-le disdained all [he bridges that modern historians ed that the family's holidays were Christmas, 
tried 1 0  build between the [NO, a]] the subtjetjes that mo sents under a candlelit tree, and Easter, with 
cfleologians had spun. . . . As he said more tha 
lhan ol>e text, religion was, quite simply, the en 
p. 5331 eud did maintain an indefinable ekment 

ntification with his Jewishness. It perhaps reflected his belief 
The atternPts of later ps~choanal~sts to reconcile psychoan tance of acquired characteristics that his 
and religion would have been met with utter scorn by Freud., ness had been part of his phylogenetic inheritance. Above 
his early fbIlowers. bly alienated, a marginal man, and that 

Freud knew that atlleism also could become ideology, used an advantage. He wrote to Oscar Pfister 
a defence, an adolescent rebellion against a 9 october 1918: "Quite by the way, why did none of the devout 

quarrel with God could be reenacting in their ideology. y did one have to wait for a completely 
oedipal battle they had lost at home. But for Fre 8, p. 602). In his letter of 6 May 1926 to 

was sor~lethirlg better, a scientific investigation of religion. H~ ai B'rith he wrote, 
hardly a s{lcial reformer, but "concealed in  Freud's psychoanal wish nature the two characteristics that 
critiqlle of belief lies a hope that to discover and disseminate on my difficult life's way. Because I 
trilth abotlt religion may help to free mankind of it'' (cay, 19 free from any prejudices which limited 
p. 534). t of their intellect% and as aJew I was 

Freud ~vasJewish, a fact that some have used to argue against h sition." [in Gay, 1988, P. GO31 
atheism. Yet for him, it was a secular identification, ethnic rathe 

him by B'i'dai B'rith awkward. 
The Future of an lllusiofl 

"Altoge1.her the Jew have celebrated me like a national hero, 
" 

although my merit in the Jewish cause 1s confined to the single 
, ,  

d's seminal work on religion can be ex- 

[hat 1 have never denied my Judaism." His use of the term today's knowledge. BY those standards, 

" l l l e J c ~ ~ ' '  Put him at a distance, a stranger among those who 
\!'ought [hey were his brothers [Gay, 1988, p. 5991 

Freud wasued to be clear. "I adhered to the Jewish religion as lit- 
[le as to any other." 111 his preface to the Hebrew version of Totem 
(in(/ ' I i l b ~ ~ ,  he said of himself that he was "wholly alienated from re clearly in error. For instance, he be- 

religion of Illy fathers-as from every othern (Freud, 1912-13, lieved that the human mind had thrust off its early programming' 

P. X V ) '  To a devout American physician he said that God had sent is not true'f, he wrote, "that the human mind has undergone no 
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development since the earliest times and that, :those forces in an effort to influence them. It was natural, he 
advances 3f science and technology, it is the same today as i t  , for man to regard every event as the manifesta- 
the beginning of history" (p. 11) o were like himself. It was the only way to com- 

There is now good evidence that our modern skulls do rse. So far, so good. But Freud believed that this 
a Stone Age brain (Allman, 1994) and that the human mind, le model, that man learned from 
is currently constituted, was shaped by the Pleistocene and our a1 relationship with the forces of 
history of living in small kin-based groups as hunters and s a way of comprehending and 
And while Freud believed that external factors gave way to a 1 it "psychical mastering as a prepa- 
internal moral compass, new evidence also raises doubt about th mastering" ( 1927c, p. 22). We now know that our 
Freud's no,Lion that "external coercion gradually becomes intern ilities continue to personify and attribute agency 
ized; for a special mental agency, man's super-ego, takes i t  nature even into healthy adulthood. 
incl~lcles 11 among its commandments. Every child presenu In Freud's view, the mother satisfied the child's hunger, and 
Process of transformation to us; only by that means does it came the first object and protection against the 
a moral and social being" (1927c, p. 11 ) . We know now that we relation to the stronger father was complicated 
born with a moral grammar that culture certainly influen cause of his relation to the mother. Thus, Freud 
as we are blorn with a native grammar that the particular langu of the realization that, relative to 
we learn takes advantage of (Hauser, 2006). dual would forever be a helpless 

Freud nlakes a similar mistake in assuming that we are uld then project the presumed powers of the 
tively selfish and tllat civilization is required to suppress this sel er onto the gods, whom he both created and dreaded, propiti- 
ness. We now know that we are as instinctively cooperative as we a and entrusting them with his protection. This defence against 
crllel. Natural selection at the level of the gene generates altruis e helplessness of childhood was ~ r e u d ' s  lynchpin of religious 
as well as selfishness (Dawkins, 1976). mation. We now know that religious ideas arise from multiple 

Freud was certainly partially right in his insight that we 
ize llature, i~npersonal forces, and destinies and give them a hu 
Inan face. This is in line with recent discoveries about the origim 
of religious beliefs in our innate agency detection and theory of: 
mind ~nechanisms. 

Freud notes here that the nature of religious ideas is that they are 
; given wthout evidence. When evidence is sought, three objections 

Section IV e belief because our ancestors be- 
y exist as traditions handed down 

Freud then set up a straw man with whom he continued his argu- and that, in any case, religions for- 
ments. Religious ideas, he posited, arose from the same needs that: : bid questions about their a u t h e n t i c i ~  Such prohibition, he wrote, 
sparked all of civilization's other achievements. Man needed to arose because people understand that religious claims by their 
defend against the superior force of nature, and then to rectify the nature stand on shaky ground. The inherent irony of such prohibi- 

suppression of instinct that was necessary to do that. These things, tion-that the most important and fundamental questions whose 
he said, were always painfully felt. i: answers could solve the riddles of life are forbidden-did not es- 

In Freud's view, primitive man addressed his perplexity and ,-ape Freud In any other context, we would not accept such 
t~elplessness in the face of nature's forces by forming a relationship answers to such fundamental questions. This presented him, and 
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now presents us, with a remarkable psychological problem,, one. Thus, the benevolent rule of a Divjne Provim 
the ultimate Catch-22. r fear of the dangers of life; the establishment 

Freud criticized the credo pi abrurdum of the early ensures the fulfilment of the d e ~ a n d s  
the that religious beliefs are outside the have so often remained unfulfilled in human 
Iha t  lheir must be experienced inwardly and need.: ,,tion; and the prolongation of earthly existence in a fu- 

underslood He thought the credo revealed a ~e~f-confessian lze provides he local and temporal framework in which 
se wish-fulfilments shall take place. Answers to the 

to be obliged to believe aery absu tempt the curiosity, such as how the universe began Or 
this  one fin particular? There is no appeal to a he relation is between body and mind, are developed in 
of If the truth Of religious doctrine is miry ~ t h  the underlying assumptions of this system. It is 
inner  experience which bears witness to that truth, what is ormous relief to the individual psyche if the conflicts its 
to the many people who do not have this rare ex g from the f a t h e r - c o -  which it 

Can one demand that everyone believ overcome-are removed from it and brought 
open to il few? [1927c, p. 271 e solution which is universally accepted. [P. 301 

Another altempt to defend religion's lack of e en made the distinction between an illusion, derived from 
losophY of "as if" For a variety of practical reasons we delusion. While illusion and delusion are not 
behave "'as if '  we believed in these fictions. illusions differed from delusions in that the lat- 

doctrines because of their incomparable importan; tially contradict reality Illusions are not necessarily 
'lie maitlrcnance of human society" (pp. 28-29), ~~~~d noted,i contradicting reality. Delusions are. 
*llr Of clliJdren always questioned the truth of a faily rale,3 ns remain unsatisfactory. How do we clas- 
'liowed dishin when told it was fictional, Freud's hope was that , beliefs that clearly contradict reality? Are they 
"la? expect ,.ha[ people will soon behave i n  the same way tow a widespread cultural delusion? Are a religious 
' l i e  i $ i r ~  lalei of rrligiu~l, in spite of the advocacy of 1~~ it.w (p, ious patient engaged in folie a deux? 
I ' l i i s  hin1 again to wonder why religious i ~~~~d then responds to the age-old quesrion: if religion cannot 

lack  ofevidence, continue to exercise such i refuted by reason, why not believe in it? 

, ever there was a case of a lame excuse we have i t  here. 
' Ignorance is ignorance; no right to believe anything can be 

derived from it. In reality these are only attempts at pretend- 
Section V/ ing to or to other people that one is still firmly at- 

: tached to reliaon when one has long since cut oneself loose 

beliefs are illusions, Freud notes, questions of religion are concerned, people 

from bring [he fulfilment of the "oldest, strongest, and most . ,, guilty of every possible sort of dishonesty and intellectual 

gent wishes of mankind". In this context, h 
summary: Those individuals who make God the vaguest of abstractions re- 

As we already kllow, the terrifying impression of helplessness ceive ~~~~d~~ sharpest contempt. He notes that those who admit 

i n  chiidhood arouses the need for protection-for [ion to a of insignificance in the face of the universe are 

through love-which was provided by the father; and the rec- y 
Yet what constitutes the essence of 

ognition that this helplessness lasts throughout life made it : ,. religion is not that feeling but the reaction to it, with religion as 
l'ecessarY '0 cling to the existence of a father, but this tirne a 
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The m a n  who goes no further, but humbly acquiesces in the ore moral they certainly were not. . . . The priest, whose duty 
""la part which human beings play in  the great world such a was to ensure obedience to religion, met them half way in 
man is, the contrary, irreligious i n  the tru is. kindness must lay a restraining hand on Hisjustice. 
word. [PIP. 32-33] d then one made a sacrifice or did penance, and 

en one was free to sin once more. Russian introspectiveness 
has reached the pitch of concluding that Sin is indispensable 

Sectmn VII for the enjoyment of all of the blessings of divine grace, so that, 
ht,bottom, sin is pleasing to cod .  . . . In every age, immorality 

quesl.ions the need for religion as a means to maintain %as found no less support in religion than morality has. [PP. 

l-ality. His imagined opponent asks, 
ankind's need for religion is overrated, Freud If are  that there is no almighty d to his t h e n ~ u r r e n t  world. In his view, religion (and here divine world-orderand no future life, they will fe 

cant European Christian civilization) no longer held much 
to obey the precepts ofcivllization, E~~~~~~ will, 

not because it promised less, but because people found the 
without  inhibition Or fear, follow his asocial, 
and seek lo exercise his power; Chaos, which we have banis 

ises less credible, with one (but not  the only) reason being 

many of years of the work of ci~liration, 
c,rease of 'Ithe scientific spiritv in the higher stratagem of h"- 

a g a i n  . . . CountleSs people find their one consola~on i society, Freud stood up  for the value of science and 

doctrines, and can only bear life with [heir help. Yo 
rob them of their support, without having anything b; ~ l i ~ ~ t i ~ ~  hz little to fear from educated people and brain ter give them in exchange. . . . Man has imperative nee t of religious motives for civi- 

another which Can never be satisfied by cold science; by other, secular motives would proceed unob- 
i t  is very sl.range-indeed i t  is the highesr of co e to a large extent themselves 
a psychologist who has always insisted on  
played in human affairs by the intelligence as 
Ihe life Of the instincts, that such a psychologist should now rry 
to rob mankind of a precious wish-fulfilment and should pro- 
pose to them for it  with intellectual nourishment. , 
[pp. 34-35] 

er. Civilization, he notes, has laid 
Sadly, Freud responds, event the cycle of revenge. This ra- 

ay to the assertion that God made 
I n  former tilnes i t  was different. Then utterance that society could benefit by 
brought with them a sure curtailment o f ~ n e ' ~  earthly existence tly admitting the human 
and an speeding-up of the opportuni urdened by religion) laws 
personal experience of the after-life. [p. 361 

lose their rigidiry and 
as well. un- 

coursr~  klc had 110 way of knowing that the '.former ,.imesx 
t SO much to rule them as, On the 

dcath-drsrl~wlld apostasy would rise again, b conwar/. to serve their interests" (1927cj p. 41)' 
f'ulure arid our present, f the cultural history mankind, 

Fre''d P i n r e d  out how unlikely it is that hu Totem and Taboo (Freud, 1912-13) 
when  religion held sway, 
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Even in  Present-day man purely reasonable motives can e ete its development, a human child must p a s  through a 
l i t t l e  passionate impulses and how much weaker they must ha of neurosis, because instinctual demands cannot be 
been ill tho. human animal of primeval times! Perhaps hi d by the child's intellect but must be tamed by repression- 
scendanLs would even now kill one another without inhibitio euroses-parti~ularly the obsessional neuroses 
if  i t  were not that among those murderous acts there was one-, Idhood-are overcome in the Course of development. In 
the killing of the primitive father-which evoked an irresistible 

me way, Freud posited, humanity in its development goes 
with mornentous consequences. From it ous to neuroses and repression, something 

the cwnmandment: Thou shalt not kill. Under tote 
this comlnandment was restricted to the father-substitute; but 
it later extended to other people, though even to-day i t  is: nun cia ti on^ crucial for our communal existence 

not univers.ally obeyed. [Freud, 1927~,  p. 421 ly by purely emotional forces. The percipienb Of 

ling repression, which took place in prehistoric 
Here Freud w;is wrong. We now have 1-eason to believe that 

, attached to civilization for long periods. "Religion 
was adaptive for lnOSt of our evolutionary history, and even b 

thus be the universal obsessional neurosis of humanity; like 
I-'a" of'some early religions in the form of eurosis of children, it arose out of the Oedipus 
Illan sacrifice. The fossil evidence of murder for genetic surev out of the relation to the father" (1927~. p. 43). Devout 
uve~whellning Violent death at the hands of other men speaks ]ieverr were guarded against the risk of neurotic illness because 
thruugtl  the natu1.e of skeletal fractures, the frequency of of the universal neurosis of religion spared them 
trauma, the Presence of arrow wounds, the predominance of mal task of constructing a personal one. 
skeletons, slid the rate of left-sided wounds, a sign of being suuc 

a t'redomirlantly right-handed species. Across all cultures, the 
spolltaneoLls play of boys centres around the t2chniques 
live war: male.-bonding, coali~ions, and surprise attacks 
cnelllies". Whether or no1 we like to admit it, the propensity re-' 

argues with his imagined opponent, saying that 
sides ill male bll-aim, and all men start to pactice it when they are 

ided by their intelligence but, instead, are 
just boys. The t:\lolutionary benefit: the genes of the killers were 

can he propose to replace emotiona1 Obedi- 
gclles that survived (Buss, 2005; Buss & Duntley, 2000; c 

by rationality? His imagined accuser notes the 
1!)Ha; wrangham, 1999; Wrangham & Peterson, 1996). 

s of the French Revolution and the then-cur- 
To Freud, the prima/ father was the original image of ~ o d ;  here 

rent ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t  experiment in Russia at the time. Freud have 
he sllatchcs defeat from the jaws of victory. He thinks the religious ', 

,,, echoed one of today's notable critics of religion, Richard Dawkins 
is right, that some sort of god actually played a part , nviction that religious education of children 

il l  the origin of the prohibition against killing. ~t was a influ- constitutes child abuse: ence, no1 any i:nsight into social necessity, that constructed it. 
pressing contrast between the radiant intel- 

hid the displacement of man's will onto ~ o d  is fully justified, hy child and the feeble intellectual Powers 
Formen knew that they had disposed of their father by violence, Can we be quite certain that it is not precisely 
and in their reaction to that impious deed, they determined to n which bears a large share of the for 
respect his will thence forward. [1927c, p. 421 

this relative atrophy? I think it would be avely long time before 
Freud believed that religious ideas include not only wish-fulfilment, ot influenced began to trouble himself about 

b111 actual historical recollectio~~s. He poses the parallel that, to c o d  and things in another world. Perhaps his moughts On 
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these matters would then take the same path as they to renounce instinct and master the task of life. His 
llis fclrefathers. But we do not wait for such a develop pponent supports retaining the religious System as the 
introduce him to the doctrines of religion at an age ty, arguing that society wait until adulthood to in- 
neither interested in them nor capable ofgrasping their d pointing out the importance of imposing 
1s it llut true that the two main poinb i n  the program doctrinal system that shall operate in a way that 
education of children today are retardation of sexual d course, Freud's faux-opponent notes, the 
Inent and premature religious influences? ~h~~ by the ti 

the most suitable for this purpose because child's intellect awakens, the doctrines of religion have 
bec~lne unassailable. . . . How can we expect people g and power of consolation. 

under the dominance of prohibitions of thought to at acknowledges the difficulty of avoiding illusions and 

~sychological ideal, the primacy of the intelligence? pes also may be illusory. But, he adds, there is 
1927c, pp. 47-48] for not sharing his illusions, which may be corrected by 

@on, his illusions are not also delusional. To his 
If religious instruction of children were prohibited ua e, he writes: "1 think you are defending a lost cause. . . . 
reached the age of reason, might we be able to live in  a n '  tellect is a soft one, but it does not rest until it 
dif'erenl. world (Hitchens, 2007)? Do children h a hearing" ( 1 9 2 ' 7 ~  p. 53). 
hulnan right to be protected from religious indoctrinatio en he delivers the final, fatal thrust. 
phrey, 2002) ? 

Frell(i ended the section with an uncharacteristic note rence between your attitude to illusions and 

fulncss: chat men would use their scientific knowledge to in, fend the religious illusion with all Your 
discredited-and indeed the threat to it 

their power further. 
then your world collapses. There is nothing 

BY withdrawing their expectations from the other world despair of everything, of civilization and 

concentrating all their liberated energies into their life kind. From that bondage I am, we are, free. 

earth, they will probably succeed in achieving we are prepared to renounce a good part of our infantile 
in which life will become tolerable for everyone s, we can bear i t  if a few of our expectations turn out 
no lollger oppressive to anyone. [1927c, p. 501 

Section X Conclusion 

Here Frt!ud's imagined interlocutor chastises him for creating,. now lies in the past. Its foundational texts are 

illusion of his own: that generations spared the n is a man-made burden that remains the 

prilnacy 01' reason over instinct. Religion could be an accessory to ignorance, guilt, mur- 

European civilization only if another system replaced it, his opp , racism, apartheid, slavery, misogyny, genital 

points out, and that system would need to ul n of homosexuals, the spread of AIDS, the 

all the psychological characteristics of religion, reemergence of polio, opposition to the vaccine against cedca l  

and tolerance, and prohibition of thought. Giv cancer, impeding child immunization, obstructing basic 

humat1 development, only through emotional fo research, tyranny, and suicide terrorism, to name a few. It 
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offers no  useful explanation for anything. Religion resists NOTES 

whelniing evidence of the origins of our universe, our spe ateful to salman Akhtar who indted a DaMnian funds- 
our insignificant place in the natural world. .to conmbute to this volume and podded invaluable 
micro!;cope destroyed any justification for its continued to the ongnal draft. Clare Aukofer, as always, worked her sh"ed 

(Hitchens, 2007). Religion now only impedes political, s my 
Kchard ~ ~ ~ ~ n s ,  Daniel Dennett, Sam Harrt.9 and 

er Hitchens stood as my intellectual godfathers as I wrote this 
scientific advances. But because religion is ma 

~~~i~ courage, clarity, and insights inspire. nate by-product of parts of our mind designed to solve pr 
c.)f evolutionary survival, we will remain vulnerable to its se 
tentacles. 

7'lze 1:ulure of a n  Illusion inspired the 13-y 
Hitchens, the author of God Is Not Great. Today Hitchens 
for the need for a renewed Enlightenment based o n  the p 
tion that the proper study of mankind is only man and wo 
The fruits of unfettered scientific inquiry, with the availabili 
discoveries by electronic means to any willing citizen, will be. 
vested 'daily. Literature and poetry will be studied for their 
sake and the eternal ethical questions they explore. Religion s 
be banished from the discourse (Hitchens, 2 
wliich we can diminish religion's hold on our world is perh 
the greatest contribution we can make to the future of civilizati 
(Weinberg, 2006). 

Today we too can gain renewed inspiration from Freud's wor 
in our fight for rationality over religion. He was ahead of his tim 
in seeing that religion is a product of hum 
Sore open to scientific, psychological investi 
erred in some of his conclusions, but on  the fundamentals he was' 
sound. Eleligion arises from unconscious pro 
tive stl-u~ztures of our psychology, and derails rationality. 

Freud asserts that what makes mankind truly different from all 
life on earth is not the specialness of being chosen by a supernatu- i 

ral power, but the specialness of self-reflective consciousness and 
the power of reason and science. There is n o  better response to 
religious critics of disbelief, reason, and science than Freud's clos- 
Ing statement: 

No, our science is no illusion. But an illusion it would be to ':. 

suppose that what science cannot give us we can get elsewhere. 
[ p  561 


